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the venue exploded. 

Because he had succeeded, he had really succeeded! 

Previously, they had thought that Nangong Nuannuan was mocking Shi Yalin because the one that Shi 

Yalin had plagiarized was completely wrong. However, after seeing this demonstration, everyone felt 

that even if it was plagiarism, it was a perfect case study. 

The manufacturers were secretly happy. They had already taken photos of Shi Yalin’s research report. 

When they went back, they could find someone to see if this project could be completed. 

Only lang Zhen’s expression was still frozen. Since Devin dared to release it, it meant that there must be 

a problem with the research, a big problem. After all, he was the director of the genetic research 

Institute. He understood very well that genes were very mysterious. It could be said that a slight change 

would affect the whole. 

Once there was a mistake in a certain part, it could face a major modification. Therefore, if there were 

any mistakes in the middle or the later parts, he would still be happy. What he was afraid of was not 

making any mistakes in the end, but losing everything after he finished. 

While the entire Hall was in an uproar because of the gene repair, lang Zhen’s expression was solemn. 

When Shi Yalin saw that the last step was completed, the smile on her face froze. Because she could 

almost see the situation where the whole game was lost. 

everyone, you can see that the entire genetic chain seems to have been perfectly repaired. 

President Devin’s voice was heard, which poured a basin of cold water on everyone’s head. 

“If it wasn’t for the fact that we’ve seen the real genetic repair, even our organizing committee’s experts 

would have thought that it was a success. But in reality, there’s no such thing.” 

Devin held the remote control in his hand and fast-forwarded the video to the camera at 32x. 

I’ll fast-forward now. Everyone can see the genetic changes later. 

Devin didn’t say what the genetic chain would look like later, but they all held their breath and stared at 

the big screen. 

“It’s moving!” Suddenly, someone exclaimed. 

Shi Yalin and lang Zhen’s hearts also tightened as they stared at the big screen. 

“It moved, it moved, I saw it too.” 

Shi Yalin and lang Zhen also saw it, and their hearts began to sink. 
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They knew that the most terrifying result had arrived. 

The scariest result would be a mistake at the beginning, or a mistake only discovered after the end. If 

that’s the case, I really don’t know what I did wrong, Yingluo. 

Because one part of the gene had started to move, under the speed of 32 times, very soon, the gene 

chain showed a terrifying state of being affected by one hair. 

All the links seemed to start moving slowly. At a speed of 32 times, the entire gene chain began to 

wriggle like a worm. 

Everyone felt that the gene chains were slowly forming a pattern according to the chemical reaction. 

SB!!! 

“SB!”Someone read it out. 

“What’s an idiot?” 

After all, there were only a few kaminos here, and 99% of them only knew the Saibo language. 

Therefore, they could spell the letters, but they could not understand what SB meant. 

Everyone was curious as they looked at Shi Yalin and the rest’s faces, which had turned as black as the 

bottom of a pot. 

“An idiot is an idiot. The meaning of scolding someone is to scold someone for being an idiot.” Explained 

a foreigner who understood Kamino’s insulting culture. 

“Pfft-” 

One of them couldn’t hold it in and laughed out loud. 

“You did this on purpose, right?” 

that’s amazing. He knew that they were going to steal it, so he deliberately dug a hole? ” 
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 “How powerful is miss Sunny? Not only did he come up with his own project, but he also came up with 

a fake one for the other party to steal?” 

“Miss Nangong won first place in that project, which means she already knows how to use genetic 

recombination to regrow skin. the fake project she did is enough to show that she already knows genetic 

changes like the back of her hand. she can actually change the chemical elements in the genes through 

calculation and turn the gene chain into two sb. ” 

“This is simply amazing!” 

am I the only one who thinks that the project that miss Sunny is working on is more impressive than the 

actual project that she is working on? ” 

“What’s” B “?” 
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“awesome! It means that a person is very powerful.” 

“Yes, miss Sunny is a b * stard, and that miss Shi is an idiot. They’re both B’s, but the results are very 

different.” 

miss Sunny is amazing!! 

Shi Yalin was on the verge of going crazy when she heard everyone praising Nangong Nuannuan and 

saying that she was an idiot while Nangong Nuannuan was an amazing person. 

However, she remembered that she was Shi Yalin and not Wen Wan. She had more important things to 

do, so she finally suppressed the anger in her heart. 

“Miss Shi, what do you think of the two gene strands that have mutated into SB?” 

President Devin hated plagiarists the most, especially in the field of medical research. Anyone who 

dared to plagiarize and steal other people’s work would be completely blacklisted by Devin. 

This was because he believed that a person with an evil heart, no matter how good his medical skills 

were, would eventually harm others and himself and become the scourge of the entire society. 

Therefore, he would never let Shi Yalin go. 

Countless flashlights were currently focused on Shi Yalin’s face. In order to give everyone the perfect 

effect, the organizing committee even specifically asked the lighting technician to focus the spotlight on 

Shi Yalin’s body. 

shi yalin and lang zhen wanted to leave, but they were surrounded by reporters and drug dealers. 

The reporters wanted to interview Shi Yalin, but the drug dealers were afraid that they would not be 

able to get back their 100 million Yuan if Shi Yalin left, so they blocked her way. Some of them had even 

called the police station directly and called the police over. 

Shi Yalin could not move an inch, so she had no choice but to answer Devin’s question. 

However, she didn’t say anything. Instead, she turned around and gave lang Zhen a tight slap. 

“Didn’t you say that you came up with this project yourself? didn’t you say that you’re absolutely safe 

for this project? that’s why you asked my people to help you with the calculations. stealing other 

people’s research results is what you meant by foolproof?” 

Lang Zhen was already 69 years old this year. He was usually a highly respected person. Even the 

medical administration University’s principal, Qin Muyang, usually respected him. However, this Shi 

Yalin, a mere 18-year-old first-year university student, had actually dared to hit her. 

“Shi Yalin, you’re too weak!” 

Shi Yalin’s back was facing Nangong Nuannuan at the moment. She was not afraid that Nangong 

Nuannuan would see her expression, so she directly glared at lang Zhen, causing the words that lang 

Zhen was about to curse to be stuck in his throat. It made him instantly remember the warning that Shi 

Yalin had given them before they came. 



The best result of this trip to cyber nation is that Nangong Nuannuan can’t do anything to them even 

though she hates them. In the end, they will return with honor.” 
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 “The second result is that everyone believes that they plagiarized, causing their reputation to be ruined. 

However, they got the ranking and can continue to develop drugs when they come back. The worst case 

scenario was that Nangong Nuannuan had evidence of their theft and wanted to suppress them. In such 

a situation, she would push all the blame onto the three of them. They wanted to let the whole world 

know that they were the ones who stole it, and that it had nothing to do with Shi Yalin and the medical 

Association. 

Lang Zhen and the other two naturally wouldn’t do it. 

However, there was nothing they could do. Not only did Shi Yalin have their video, but her subordinates 

had also told their grandchildren and family members to greet them after they entered the airport. 

It was only then that they realized that if they didn’t listen to Shi Yalin, not only would their reputation 

be destroyed, but their families would also be destroyed. 

Therefore, just as lang Zhen was about to refute, he saw Shi Yalin’s extremely fierce eyes. No matter 

how angry he was, he was scared back. 

If he didn’t say anything, he would only lose his reputation. If he said it, he would lose his family’s lives. 

Under the gaze of the entire audience and the live broadcast of the world’s heavyweight media, lang 

Zhen could only sullenly accept all the sarcastic and contemptuous gazes. 

“Return the money!” 

“Return what money? Compensation!” 

that’s right. Shi Yalin, give us back the money we invested. Also, you are suspected of contract fraud. We 

need five times the compensation! 

Shi Yalin’s face was darker than the bottom of a pot. She glared at the merchants who asked her to 

return the money and said angrily, ” “It was you who begged me to sign the contract, not me. 

Furthermore, the contract clearly states that you are willing to invest. Also, the project you’re investing 

in is to support the new drug developed by the medical Association. When the time comes, we’ll 

naturally give you the new medicine that our Medical Association has developed.” 

“Ah PEI! Who cares about the medicine from the medical Association?” 

“It is! Is the medicine from the medical Association better than the angel research Institute’s?” 

“The point is, why do we need to invest 100 million Yuan just to act as the agent of the medical 

Association?” 

“It is! Return the money! you have to return the money!” 

The banquet of the world Medical research Conference had turned into a debt collection meeting. 
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For Shi Yalin to spit out the money that she had already taken, it was almost as if she was going to take 

her life. 

However, with so many reporters watching her, if she didn’t spit out the money, today’s matter would 

probably be difficult to resolve. 

Shi Yalin had already cursed Nangong Nuannuan a million times in her heart, but she was still helpless. 

“don’t worry, everyone. i’ll definitely return your capital injection. However, I hope that everyone can 

take into account that I didn’t know anything about this matter and don’t pursue the matter any further. 

Our Kamino’s Medical Association is under the general Administration of warfare. It’s a formal Medical 

Research Unit with countless experts and professors. 

Previously, because I was a university student in the Department of Medical Science, I entered the 

Research Institute of the Department of Medical Science and got to know the three professors, lang 

Zhen and the others. This project was initiated and researched by them. Later, they also told me that 

this project had been developed. Although I’m the niece of the president of the medical Association, I’m 

just a freshman. In the field of medicine, I don’t have the talent of miss Nangong, so I basically believe 

whatever professor lang says. this led to today’s result. 
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I apologize to everyone for lang Zhen, Wang qiren, and Li Xiao plagiarizing miss Nangong’s research 

report. Because of them, I mistakenly thought that we’ve made an amazing research, so I couldn’t help 

but share it with you. “During this process, everyone wants to invest and participate in drug research 

together. I accepted everyone’s investment with the original intention of benefiting mankind. I’m very 

sorry for the current situation. I’m sorry, everyone.” 

after saying that, shi yalin bowed deeply to everyone. 

Although the reporters and businessmen felt that Shi Yalin was very fake, many of the viewers watching 

the live broadcast on TV and in front of their computers, especially those in Kamino, felt that Shi Yalin 

was young. It must have been because of the ill-intentioned minds of the professors at the medical 

University that this kind of plagiarism incident that broke the world’s view happened. 

In fact, many people felt that it was amazing that Shi Yalin could be so fearless and make the right 

response in the face of such a major event at such a young age when they saw how sincere she was. 

after all, this was originally a disgrace to the kamino kingdom. however, after shi yalin’s words, it 

became a matter of lang zhen and the other three professors, or even lang zhen alone. 

Shi Yalin thought so too. She believed that after she said these words, Nangong Nuannuan would not say 

anything more, even if it was for the sake of Kamino. 

After all, she should be very clear about the president’s attitude towards the Nangong and Chi families. 

During this period of time, the Nangong and Chi families had called the President’s House in private or 

personally contacted him. They wanted to find out the real reason why the president was so cold to 

them. 
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However, the president either avoided them or treated them like strangers. 

therefore, the two families had been very low-key during this period. 

Shi Yalin knew what Nangong Nuannuan was thinking and felt that she would shut up for the sake of her 

family. 

however- 

Shi Yalin had once again underestimated Nangong Nuannuan’s arrogance. 

“Miss Shi is really fickle. I’d like to ask, how thick-skinned are you to announce to the world that this 

project was developed by your Medical Association and that it was the answer to various elements 

calculated by your 32 professors who were fourth-grade and above after countless setbacks? If I 

remember correctly, you just said that the three professors lang Zhen, Wang qiren, and Li Xiao are now 

people of your Medical Association. 

When it was beneficial to the medical Association, they were the people of the medical Association. 

Now that the theft and plagiarism were exposed, you said that they were from the medical department 

University. Miss Shi, forgive me for being slow-witted, but are these three people from the hospital or 

the medical Association?” 

Shi Yalin: 

She felt that calling Nangong Nuannuan a b * tch was not enough to calm the hatred and anger in her 

heart. 

Shi Yalin couldn’t hide the embarrassment on her face as she looked at the most annoying and 

disgusting smile in her life. 

“Miss Nangong, don’t you also know where professor lang and the other two are from? At that time, 

Yingluo ” 

“No, no, no, I don’t know!” Nangong Nuannuan quickly interrupted Shi Yalin’s words and retorted, ” “If 

these three people are really professors from the Research Institute of the medical Bureau, there are so 

many experts and professors in the Research Institute who can help. They wouldn’t have gone to work 

with the professors from the medical Association and become your dogs. It’s obvious that even though 

they’re paid by the Research Institute of the medical administration University, use the university’s 

resources, and take up the director positions of the three major research institutes, they’re still your 

people.” 
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now, you’re trying to push the blame to the Research Institute of the medical department University. 

I’m the first to object to this. 

” so, miss nangong, you’re saying that the plagiarism incident was the medical association’s idea? ” 

“Isn’t that the case?” 
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“Of course not! Our Medical Association is full of talents and we have many ways to help you.” 

“There are so many talented people, but they haven’t been able to research anything related to genes 

for so many years? There were so many talents, but he still instructed people to steal? Miss Shi, I’m 

afraid you’re treating everyone in the world as fools. if lang zhen and the other two weren’t from the 

medical association from the beginning, this project was initiated by lang zhen, and you were just an 

information officer, why would a director listen to you? He doesn’t even dare to fight back when you hit 

him? Why didn’t he make a contribution for himself after stealing my research project? why didn’t he 

make a contribution for his position as the director of the Institute of Genetics of the medical 

University? why did he turn around and become the dog of the medical Association instead? Can you 

explain to me why?” 

Shi Yalin knew that not only was Nangong Nuannuan’s combat power at a high level, but her mouth was 

also unrivaled. 

Shi Yalin really didn’t know how to answer her. 

The atmosphere instantly froze. 

At this moment, the audience sitting in front of the TV and watching the live broadcast on the internet 

finally realized what Shi Yalin meant. 

They seemed to have subconsciously thought that the three professors from the Research Institute were 

at fault. 

But now, it seemed that this was the conspiracy of the medical Association. 

Ever since the medical Association had been separated from the Research Institute, they had been trying 

to find a way to take over the remaining resources of the Research Institute. 

As for lang Zhen and the other two, they must have already belonged to the medical Association, which 

was why they abandoned the medical Association and framed the medical administration University 

when they were unlucky. 

the hospital of medical association was really disgusting. 

Nangong Nuannuan had only said a few words, and the good impression that the Shi family and the 

medical Association had built up with great difficulty had instantly dropped to the freezing point. 

Shi Yalin understood this very well, and that was why she was very angry. 

why were there no other girls in the nangong family other than nangong nuannuan? 

If there was someone else, how good would it be if she possessed the body of a girl from the Nangong 

family? Even if Nangong Nuannuan wanted to mess with her, she would have to give the Nangong family 

face first. 

Being depressed and angry was one thing, but Shi Yalin’s mind was also constantly working. 

“Miss Nangong, I hope you can understand one thing. No matter if it’s a country, a city, a company, or a 

unit, there are differences between good and bad people. There are also differences between people 



with good values and people with broken moral integrity. The medical Association was a unit that 

developed medical research and extended human life. Perhaps the quality of the people in the unit was 

different, but the starting point was good. Our Medical Association’s Yingluo ” 

Nangong Nuannuan interrupted Shi Yalin, who was still trying her best to clear the name of the medical 

Association. 

“Miss Shi, there’s something you need to understand. The murderer of a recent serial murder case was 

arrested. The murderer was a woman. She had killed seven men in total, including her husband. She said 

that it was because her husband abused her, and she killed her husband in self-defense. As for the other 

six men, she said that they were all fooling around outside and disloyal to their wives, so she helped 

their wives kill their disloyal husbands. She was a charitable person and had done a lot of charity work. 

She had even posted dozens of her donations. But miss Shi, do you think that people who donate to 

charity don’t have to pay with their lives for killing people?” 

shi yalin: 
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 “You’ve been emphasizing that although your research project was proposed by lang Zhen, it was the 

professors in the medical Association who paid more. If I remember correctly, when I came in, you were 

talking to the reporters about how the 32 professors at the fourth-grade and above worked hard on the 

calculations and research, right? Now that lang Zhen’s theft had become a fact, you immediately poured 

the dirty water on the medical department University, and after you couldn’t explain it, you immediately 

cleared the name of the medical Association. 

I’d like to ask you, miss Shi. Since the medical Association doesn’t know about this at all, why did you lie 

to everyone and say that this project was developed by your 32 professors? Look at the big screen in 

Lloyd right now. The names of all the professors in the medical Association are in black and white. The 

level of the professors was also marked on the side. Miss Shi, don’t these professors know that I’ve 

never participated in this project? Since they already know, they still asked you to write their names on 

it. Does this mean that the professors of the fourth-level and above in the medical Association are all 

black sheep?” 

Shi Yalin: 

“Or could it be that these professors didn’t even know that their names were in the research report? 

everything was arranged by the person in charge of your Medical Association to promote their professor 

rank? If that was the case, he should really appeal to the higher authorities to change the person in 

charge of the medical school. After all, in order to improve the quality of the medical Association, he 

could even do such a bad thing. Who can guarantee that in the future, he won’t go against his 

conscience and randomly improve the quality of the medicine in order to get more benefits, which will 

lead to big things happening?” 

“Pa-” 

Shi maowen, who was watching TV, was so angry that he smashed the TV, making a loud explosion. 
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Fortunately, he was far away from the TV, or he might have been injured. 

this was the time for him to travel to various states to give a speech and campaign for votes for himself. 

The effect was actually better than li Heyi’s, but in the end, he actually did this in a situation where he 

was in urgent need of bonus points. 

Shi maowen’s stomach was not in a good condition to begin with. Now, he was so angry that his 

stomach was spasming and his entire body was trembling. The Secretary was so frightened that he 

quickly said that he wanted to take him to the hospital to see a doctor. 

Shi maowen rejected the Secretary and quickly turned on the computer to watch the live broadcast. 

Even though he was angry, he still wanted to know how Shi Yalin was going to resolve this matter! 

“Miss Nangong! Do you really have to slander the Chinese Medical Association in front of the whole 

world? Although the Shi family and the Nangong family did have some disputes, when had the Shi family 

not apologized after offending the Nangong family? And I feel that miss Nangong is very satisfied with 

the Shi family’s apology every time. Why did miss Nangong still hate the Shi family so much? Our 

Medical Association has done a lot of good things over the years and developed a lot of drugs. We 

donated 3 billion Yuan worth of medicine during the earthquake. Do we have to label the medical 

Association as an unpardonable criminal just because we made a one-time mistake?” 

“Yo! The one who stole the results of the research project was the medical Association, the one who 

destroyed the medical University was the medical Association, and the one who cheated the drug 

dealers of their money was also the medical Association. How did the medical Association end up 

becoming humanity’s benefactor? miss shi, everyone hasn’t forgotten what i just said. No matter how 

many good things a person has done, he can’t break the law. If he breaks the law, he will be sentenced.” 
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 “No matter how much contribution a unit has made, once they cross the bottom line, they will be 

spurned. Do you think I’m right?” 

Without giving Shi Yalin a chance to speak, Nangong Nuannuan continued, ” “You knew that I was the 

one who developed this project and that someone else stole my research. You didn’t have the ability to 

develop the medicine at all, but you signed a contract with the drug dealer on behalf of the medical 

Association, and the medical Association’s accounts actually accepted such a large amount of money. 

Miss Shi, none of you will be able to escape after this series of actions. 

Since lang Zhen and the other two are from your Medical Association, then I would like to ask miss Shi to 

formally bow and apologize to me and my team members on behalf of the medical Association. You also 

need to promise to the world that you will no longer be a plagiarist.” 

When she heard that Nangong Nuannuan only wanted an apology, Shi Yalin knew that if she didn’t 

apologize, she really wouldn’t be able to get over this. So, she could only bow and apologize to Nangong 

Nuannuan with lang Zhen and the other three. 

“Miss Nangong, I’m really sorry. “Because I didn’t check and trusted the wrong person, not only did I 

embarrass the medical Association, but I also showed off your research results. It’s my fault. I’ll 
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definitely find out the truth in the future. I’ll never let such a parasite appear in the medical Association. 

I’m not only here to apologize to miss Nangong, but I’m also officially informing lang Zhen, Wang qiren, 

and Li Wan that you’ve been fired by the medical Association. The medical Association will never 

acknowledge immoral researchers like you.” 

Lang Zhen and the other two had nothing to say after seeing Nangong Nuannuan and Shi Yalin’s fight. 

They were both 18-year-old girls, but each one was more ruthless than the other. These people were 

ashamed of their inferiority. 

So be it if he was fired. Ever since they had boarded Shi Yalin’s pirate ship, they knew that they would 

not have a good ending. 

To be able to resolve this matter with a dismissal and let his family be safe and sound was considered a 

blessing in misfortune. 

His only regret was that they had not chosen Nangong Nuannuan. Instead, they had accepted Zhou 

Xianglin’s bribe and agreed to let Shi Yalin in. 

Nangong Nuannuan was satisfied with Shi Yalin’s apology. 

“How you plan to deal with your three dogs is your business, I don’t care. I only hope that miss Shi and 

the Shi family won’t always be the ones to apologize to me. I hope that one day, you and your family will 

be able to make me say thank you from the bottom of my heart. Otherwise, if he kept apologizing, there 

would be a day when he would get frustrated. Ok?” 

Shi Yalin took a deep breath and swallowed her anger. She nodded, ” ” miss nangong, the lesson you’ve 

taught me before is enough to make me remember it deeply. please believe that i really didn’t know 

about this. if i had known, i would never have allowed them to have any ideas about you. ” 

After saying that, Shi Yalin looked at President Devin and said, ” “I’m really sorry, President Devin. This is 

because we didn’t manage the personnel’s moral character well when we entered the hospital, which 

led to this situation. I solemnly apologize to you and the organizing committee. i’m sorry.” 

“There’s no need to be sorry. However, due to the moral considerations of the members of the medical 

Association, our organizing committee has decided to cancel the other three projects in the Camino 

National Medical Association. “At the same time, the right to participate in the next round will be 

canceled. I hope that you will take this as a warning and do a good job in managing the personnel. Don’t 

let a situation like today’s happen again.” 

Shi Yalin’s face fell when she heard that. 
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 “President Devin, what do you mean? Although this project was indeed lang Zhen plagiarizing miss 

Nangong, it was his fault. But you’ve already canceled our right to win the prize for this project and 

punished us. Why should you also cancel the right to win the other three projects?” 
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Of the other three events that the Chinese Medical Association took part in, one was in seventh place, 

one was in twelfth place, and one was in fifteenth place. For the 39 events that had won awards, these 

three events were considered very high. 

After the three research projects were ranked by the world Medical organization, they would be the 

focus of the country and even the world. The level of the pharmaceutical brands they would be awarded 

to would also be different. 

The different levels of pharmaceutical brands would directly lead to different future pricing of drugs. 

The medical Association directly rejected all three projects, one of which was the medicine made from 

the spiritual grass she brought from another world to quickly recover wounds. After the earthquake, she 

had wanted to take the opportunity to raise the price. Who knew that her other three projects would 

not count? 

It was no wonder that Shi Yalin was still so calculative at this time. 

This was because he was short of money for his experiments! 

“So, you think that I’m punishing you by canceling the project that you stole and not putting it on the 

list?” Devin felt that Shi Yalin was being unreasonable. 

that’s right, your genetic experiment was clearly two idiots. Even if you didn’t steal miss Sunny’s 

research results, would you even be ranked? ” Someone couldn’t help but speak up. 

shi yalin: 

“I didn’t give you a ranking for the gene project because your project was wrong. The result is the 

greatest disrespect to the medical field. He had stolen someone else’s things without even doing the 

basic calculations. 

The punishment for you is that your Medical Association will be temporarily excluded from the world 

Medical organization for the next five years. Our organization will not accept any research projects from 

the medical Association.” 

“On what basis?” shi yalin couldn’t help but ask. After all, there had been thefts before. At that time, it 

was not Devin’s President yet. The president was someone else. At that time, there was no such saying. 

“just because i’m the president of the world medical organization research conference. If miss Shi is not 

satisfied, you can report me to the medical leaders of the various countries. As long as more than 20 

countries don’t vote for me, I can’t be the president anymore.” 

Shi Yalin: 

Shi Yalin looked at Devin in exasperation and shouted at lang Zhen and the others, ” “What are you 

looking at? Wasn’t it embarrassing enough? let’s go!” 

in the end, she was stopped by the pharmacologists before she could even take five steps. 

“You’re leaving just like that?” 



“What else do you want? Are you afraid that I won’t return the money to you?” “don’t worry, the 

medical association has plenty of money,” shi yalin sneered. Moreover, the hospital of Medical 

Association had the support of the time Fortune Group. Although the medical Association was disgraced 

this time because of the lack of personnel, the medical Association has been the pillar of the medical 

industry in Kamino for so many years and doesn’t need your capital injection. However, you have to 

think carefully. It’s not like we can’t develop Genetic Medicine. Once we do, don’t come and ask for it. 

From now on, you’ve been blacklisted by the medical Association.” 

The Shang family was also amused. 

“Don’t worry, miss Shi,” 
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 “We won’t come to the medical Association. after all, miss Sunny has already developed a genetic drug. 

we can just look for miss Sunny and the research institute of your national medical university.” 

“Hmph!” Shi Yalin was furious. She didn’t want to argue with these people and was about to leave, but 

she was stopped again. 

“What else do you guys want?” 

“Miss Shi, don’t tell me you think that this matter will end just because you’ve returned us the money?” 

Shi Yalin glared at the other party and sneered, ” “What else do you want? Don’t forget, the contract 

you signed with me is to inject resources. The capital injected will not be returned.” 

“But don’t forget that you were the one who stole the research project, which means that your research 

project is invalid. An invalid research project is trying to scam our money. This contract is a fake one, a 

fraud contract. According to the law, we can Sue you and ask you to compensate US 10 times the 

amount. however, i know about the time fortune group. i’m afraid they can’t afford that much 

compensation. We’ve just discussed that the medical Association will compensate us with five times the 

price.” 

“You’re dreaming!” Shi Yalin was really angry this time. 

As she looked at Nangong Nuannuan, who was watching the show leisurely, Shi Yalin felt that she was 

the one instigating the drug dealers. 

Spitting out the money they had already cost the Shi family half their life. If they were to add 

compensation and more than 20 pharmacies, the Shi family would have to fork out at least 10 billion. 

What was the difference between this and destroying the Shi family? 

“There’s a saying in the Kamino Kingdom: don’t go too far! Don’t go too far!” Shi Yalin warned. 

However, the drug dealers, who had already been incited by Nangong Nuannuan’s power, were not 

afraid at all. In response to Shi Yalin’s warning, they could only sneer and mock her. 
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“Miss Shi, I’m afraid you’ve become an idiot. they keep saying that they’re using kamino to suppress us. 

I’m a citizen of Lun tan.” 

“I’m from Saibo.” 

“It doesn’t matter where we’re from, miss Shi. You signed the contract with us in cyber country. Since 

miss Sunny is from the same country as you, we’ll only raise the penalty to five times the original price 

instead of ten times. if you don’t give it to me, you’ll have to go to jail.” 

Shi Yalin’s eyes widened as she looked at these greedy and black-hearted merchants. She was so angry 

that she laughed coldly. 

“Five times? Or your bottom line? Why don’t you just Rob me? To tell you the truth, if it wasn’t for the 

fact that the problem was indeed on us, I would never have returned the money to you. Do you know 

what a contract is? Don’t you know that once a contract is signed, you have no regrets? I’ve already 

agreed to transfer the money to you, so you should be content. You actually want five times the 

compensation. Aren’t you guys delusional?” 

“Miss Shi, although we did sign an investment contract with you and even stated that it was a donation, 

we won’t take the money back. However, don’t forget that the reason why we signed this contract with 

you is that it clearly states that the money will be used for this genetic project. ” right now, the gene 

project is not established, so this contract of yours is also not valid. in addition to your actions, this can 

already be considered a contract fraud. If you don’t even compensate us for the losses, we can take you 

to court.” A pharmacist said. 
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After all, they weren’t fools. The reason why they signed such a contract was because the contract 

clearly stated that their money would be used for Shi Yalin’s genetic research project. 

In the beginning, they were still worried that the gene project would not be successful, but their money 

had gone down the drain. However, ever since Shi Yalin had admitted that they had stolen Nangong 

Nuannuan’s research results, they were no longer flustered. after all, the projects were all stolen and 

illegal, but she was selling such illegal things. 

Although the contract was legally binding, if such a contract was invalid and illegal, then Shi Yalin would 

be involved in contract fraud. That was why the drug dealers were so unscrupulous at the moment. 

On the other hand, Shi Yalin did not bring her lawyer along. When she was in the team, she would 

snatch whatever she wanted from others. Where would she find the time to study the law? As a result, 

even though Shi Yalin was very powerful, she was ignorant when it came to the law. 

Even until now, she still felt that returning the money to these people was the biggest concession she 

could make in order to save the medical Association. Even if she didn’t return the money, with the 

contract, these people could do nothing but get angry. 

Therefore, when Shi Yalin heard the pharmacist’s exorbitant demand, she was furious and said, ” since 

you think that I should not only return the money to you, but also compensate you five times more, 

then I won’t return the money. I’ll wait for you to go to court with me! 
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With that, he strode away. 

this time, the pharmacists all made way. 

Because … 

The police came. 

Just as the drug dealers around her made way for her, Shi Yalin saw the police coming in. 

A bad thought emerged in his mind. 

“you’re miss shi yalin, right?” 

“What are you guys doing?” Shi Yalin looked at the police with a face full of vigilance. 

After all, she was no longer a snake from the KE team. She could no longer turn invisible like before. 

Even if the opponent was standing in front of her, he would not be able to see her. Or rather, even if she 

was willing to be caught and go to prison to find someone, she could escape without any external help, 

so that no one in any country could catch her. 

Because she used to have an ability. 

And it was invisibility. 

However, ever since she had become Shi Yalin, she had lost her powers, even though she had the best 

cover and was the daughter of a top-class wealthy family. Not only did she lose her ability, but once she 

was caught, she would have to go through the legal process and could not find the mercenaries from KE 

to save her. 

Hence, Shi Yalin was on her guard against the police. 

miss Shi, we’ve received a report that you’re suspected of a contract fraud. Please come with us. 

“I’m the eldest daughter of the Kamino’s Shi family. Who are you?” 

Seeing that the police were about to use force, Shi Yalin was furious. Her previous state of being a rich 

young lady was gradually replaced by the true beast attribute in her body. 

miss Shi, your contract was signed in cybernation. According to the law, your contract case should be 

handled by state H of cybernation. 

“i represent the kamino medical association. if you have anything, you can directly connect with the 

medical association. And I’ve already said that I can return the money they transferred to me. I’m very 

busy, so I don’t have the time to go to the police station with you.” 


